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Abstract: 
The designing of stamping dies is a complex process, where various stamping parameters 
must be defined and calculated. Many inexperienced designers have trouble defining or 
calculating those various stamping parameters that must be taken into account when 
designing different stamping die types. Since most of 3D CAD does not provide sufficient 
help in this regard, an intelligent system was developed for the automatic calculation of 
stamping parameters when designing a stamping die for producing a hollow cup with a 
flange. This system operates on the basis of an integrated knowledge which is embedded 
inside a CATIA V5 using user parameters and programmably established relationships 
between them. Design modification is automated through the changes of independent 
parameters, thus allowing the designer simple manipulation using a CAD-model, directly 
from the specification tree. Based on established relationships, our system provides 
automatic calculation of all those dependent parameters crucial for the quality 
implementation of the proposed die design, where the checks and reactions prevent 
undesired errors. Since this process, as a traditionally design is carried out manually, our 
system significantly shortens the design time, denotes design quality, and enables training 
for inexperienced designers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Stamping parts are widely-used in many advanced industries because of their good 
mechanical properties, and economical and quick production. In today’s practical and cost-
conscious world, stamping parts have already replaced many expensive cast, forged, and 
machined products [1]. Therefore the stamping process, as a process of plastically-
deforming a raw material into a product form, is one of today’s most important manufacturing 
processes. Drawing, trimming, and bending dies are used for various purposes throughout 
the entire stamping process [2]. 

The designing of stamping dies is a complex process which represents one of the primary 
tasks in the development of stamping processes. Long-term practical observation and 
experience are needed in order to become a die-design expert. Faster and more cost-
efficient die design processes with improved product quality are companies main goals for 
maintaining their existence in today's highly-competitive environment. Using CAD has 
become one of the more important ways in this regard. The rapid development of computer 
technology and 3D CAD software enables very efficient usage of this technology when 
designing stamping dies. Despite the advantages of 3D CAD software it is, as yet, 
inadequately embraced as an aid to designers in generating their designs. Most 3D CAD 
software can provide only a geometrical modelling function when performing design 
operations (drafting). Therefore 3D CAD alone does not provide the necessary and sufficient 
design knowledge to assist engineers in their required design tasks [3]. The answer to these 
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drawbacks lies in the use of 3D CAD systems that allow for parametric modelling, and enable 
the programming of an engineering design process. Parametric modelling incorporates 
graphical design with those parameters that describe the intent of a design [4]. Parametric 
modelling enables the user to control, modify or manipulate graphical entities with the use of 
mathematical variables (parameters). By describing CAD models using parameters, the user 
is able to adjust or update the attributes of the entity by changing a parameter [5]. 
Furthermore, some parametric modelling systems include additional tools for capturing 
engineering knowledge, with the help of various parameters. 

Since most of the CAD software used when designing stamping dies fails to offer a 
powerfully designed knowledge-base, many researchers have dedicated themselves to 
developing automative, knowledge-based, and intelligent systems. One such knowledge-
based strip layout design system in AutoCAD has been developed within the area of 
stamping die design [6]. An expert punch-machine selection system, has also been reported, 
which is built in AutoCAD with the help of AutoLISP, based on sheet-metal operations [7]. A 
knowledge-based blackboard is proposed within the framework of stamping process planning 
during progressive die design [8]. The design automation of inserts is introduced, using a 
knowledge-based approach [9]. An automated system for drawing die design is proposed, 
based on built-in modules of CATIA [10]. A parametric design system using Pro/ENGINEER 
for drawing dies has been developed, with a specific type of die structure [11]. The varied 
requirements for stamping die design within industry still opens-up many open issues. 

Many inexperienced designers have trouble defining or calculating those various 
stamping parameters that must be taken into account when designing different stamping die 
types. Therefore, an intelligent system has been developed for providing the user with such 
important data.  The goal of this paper is to present the basic idea, and some concerns when 
developing such a system. This system is founded on the basis of integrated engineering 
knowledge stored in a product CAD-model, inside CATIA V5 3D CAD software. 
 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
The design of a stamping die starts with a careful inspection of the stamping part 3D CAD-
model, which usually offers only a minimal set of information. Only the geometrical form and 
final dimensions are covered satisfactorily, whereas the determination of all other relevant 
stamping die design parameters is the concern of the designer. In order to solve this problem 
using a scientific approach, we have developed a system for the identification and automatic 
calculation of parameters regarding the design of die for stamping a hollow cup with a flange 
(Figure1). 

 
Figure 1: 3D CAD-model of a hollow cup with a flange. 

 
For clear and proper determination of stamping parameters, we have visualized the 
operations to be performed on the workpiece, and the significant die parts for this purpose 
(Figure 2). The stamping part is made using a square-shaped flat sheet, and by using a 
combined stamping die that enables two different stamping operations. The first stamping 
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operation is blanking, where a circular blank form is produced from the square sheet. A flat 
circular blank is then deeply drawn resulting in the final shape of the stamping part. A design 
example is presented in Figure 2, and the designer's identification task of independent and 
dependent stamping parameters is discussed. 
 

  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Stamping die, operations and parameters. 
 
  

2.1 Independent stamping parameters 
 
A CAD-model with the geometry and final dimensions of the stamped part is all the designer 
generally receives at the beginning. Therefore these dimensions represent independent 
geometrical stamping parameters, such as the flange diameter D, cup/punch diameter d, 
sheet thickness t, and the height of the hollow cup h. The dependent geometrical parameters 
are all the dimensions of the remaining geometry, because they cannot be freely determined. 
Besides the independent geometrical parameters, there is another independent parameter 
which has great influence on the stamping process. This is the sheet-material that can be 
defined inside the CAD-model or covered by the annotation of a drawing. 

Those dependent parameters essential for quality stamping die-design must be identified 
and calculated using independent data. The dependent stamping parameters divided into the 
geometrical parameters and process parameters, are explained below. 
 
2.2 Dependent geometrical stamping parameters 
 
The identification of geometrical parameters starts with the last stamping operation, which is 
deep-drawing. In order to ensure an error-free product, some of the final part’s geometry 
must be treated with special care. The following findings highlight the importance of properly 
determining the drawing-punch entry radius Rp and the drawing-ring entry radius Rr. If a Rr is 
too small, the material will not flow easily, resulting in the stretching and, most likely, 
fracturing of the cup [12]. On the other hand, if Rr is too large, much of the material will not be 
confined as it passes over the radius. As a result, the material will thicken, fold, and wrinkle 
[13]. In addition, Rp must not be smaller than Rr otherwise the drawing-punch will act as a 
trimming-punch. 

The drawing-clearance Cd, is another very important parameter during the deep- drawing 
operation. It represents the distance between the walls of the drawing-punch and drawing-
ring. During a drawing-operation with no reduction in workpiece thickness, the material 
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clearance should be greater than the thickness of the material t. If the Cd is too small, the 
blank may be pierced or sheared by the drawing-punch [13]. 

Since the final part form is made using the deep-drawing process, the designer must 
calculate the diameter of the circular-blank Dcb, in order to provide the required dimensions 
and geometry of the drawn part. The punch and ring-blanking diameters are also based on 
the result of this calculation. Blanking also requires the determination of blanking clearance 
Cb, which is the distance between the walls of the blanking-punch and the blanking-ring. Its 
optimal value contributes to the edge quality, and a longer lifetime for the blanking-elements. 

As previously mentioned, a circular-blank is produced by the blanking-process using a flat 
square-sheet. The designer must, therefore, include some additional material for blanking, 
which will be included inside the flat square-sheet side of dimension Afss, since blanking is 
performed during the first operation. This is also key information when determining the 
locations of guides for the flat square-sheet’s positioning. 
 
2.3 Dependent processes stamping parameters 
 
Blanking-parameters 
 

Blanking-force Fb calculation must be performed first, in order to select a press-machine with 
an appropriate capacity. 

During the blanking process, gas springs must act on the blank holder with a force which 
is equal or greater than the stripping-force Fs. A Fs develops due to the resiliency or 
springback of the blanked-material that grips the blanking-ring. The Fs is generally expressed 
as a percentage of the Fb [14]. The type and number of gas springs is then based on the 
stripping-force calculation. 
 

Deep-drawing parameters 
 

The feasibility of a drawing operation can be controlled by simple measures that can be 
calculated from independent geometrical parameters. These measures are the drawing ratio 
β, the reduction r, and the thickness-to-diameter ratio t/Dcb, the values of which must be 
inside certain borders in order to achieve feasible operation and avoid wrinkling. 

As drawing-punch travels downwards, the circular blank flows under the blank holder, 
over the radius of the drawing ring and, into the die cavity [15]. In order to restrict the flow of 
metal to prevent it wrinkling (Figure 3), sufficient force must be applied to the circular-blank 
and thus the blank holder force Fbh must be calculated. In addition to sufficient stripping-
force, gas springs must also provide the necessary blank-holder force. 
Finally, drawing force Fd must be calculated. Comparison with the blanking-force provides 
the designer with an answer when selecting an appropriate press. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Flange wrinkles. 
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3 SYSTEM DEVELOPEMENT  
  

Knowledge about defining the stamping parameters was obtained from interviews with 
experts, company internal standards, and literature. The collected knowledge was then 
written in the form of user parameters and the relationships between them. These 
relationships were established with the help of formulas, rules, checks, and reactions. All the 
data was stored within a knowledge base, managed by the CATIA V5 PLM System. 
 

3.1 Identification of independent stamping parameters inside CATIA V5 
  

The first phase of developing an intelligent automatic system covered the modelling of the 
final form of a stamped-part. In this manner, a geometrical sketch of the final part was 
created, including all the dimensions required for its complete identification. Inside the CATIA 
Sketcher, the dimensions of the part were defined using four independent length-type user 
parameters D, d, t and h. These parameters were placed inside a set of parameters named 
“Geometry of a hollow cup with a flange”. The sheet-material data was the last independent 
stamping parameter included in the knowledge base. The material’s properties have a great 
of influence on the formability of a product and different types of material are often proposed 
during the design process, which causes change in the material’s dependent parameters. 
For this reason, a multiple-value string-type parameter “Material” was created for identifying 
different types of material. Its values identify three different dual-phase steels for cold-
forming, XC300XD, XC340XD, and XC450XD. In addition, two multiple-value user 
parameters were created for identifying the material's tensile strength Rm and shear strength 
τ. All the above-mentioned multiple value parameters were placed inside a set of parameters 
named “Sheet material”. The relationship between the material properties and material-
naming, is controlled using a rule (Figure 4). Using the CATIA’s Formula Editor we defined 
how the dependent parameters are to be calculated with respect to the independent 
parameters. Error prevention due to any improper values for the relationships between 
parameters, was established with the help of checks and reactions. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Rule for the determination of material properties. 
 
3.2 Identification of dependent stamping parameters inside CATIA V5 
 
The next step was the creation of those parameters Rp and Rr, to be used for the 
identification of drawing-punch and drawing-ring entry radius geometry. According to 
literature [1], the Rr must be between five and ten times that of the metal thickness t. In 
general, the Rp should be between three to five times that of the Rr. Both radii were modelled 
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inside a sketch of the final product, whilst the geometrical control parameters were placed 
inside a new parameter set named “Geometry of drawing-ring and punch”. Four user 
parameters Rpmax, Rpmin, Rrmax, Rrmin were created in order to inform the user about the 
allowed lower and upper values of the Rr and the Rp. Two reactions are used to control these 
values. In the case of exceeding the permitted values, the radii are set to the middle value 
between the lower and upper ones (Figure 5). 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Reaction for controlling value of the parameter Rp. 
 
Inside the same parameter set the drawing clearance Cd parameter was defined by an 
empirical formula, depending on the kind and thickness of the material, as shown in Equation 
1. 

 

      √                                         (1) 
 

For the steel-sheet in Equation 1, k is defined as the constant parameter, with a value of 
0.07. 

The parameter identifying circular blank diameter Dcb was calculated by setting an initial 
circular blank volume V0 equal to the final volume VD of the part, as shown in Equation 2. 
Parameters’s value VD changes along with parameters D, d, h, Rp, Rr and t. Then the 
diameter Dcb was calculated using Equation 3, and placed inside the set of parameters 
"Geometry of circular-blank". Afterwards a model of a circular-blank was created with the 
help of parameter Dcb. It was assumed that there would be no change in metal thickness and 
volume after drawing. 

                                        (2) 
 

    √
    

   
                                                                          (3) 

 

The blanking clearance Cb parameter was defined using Equation 4, where a was defined as 
the constant parameter with a value of 0.075 for the steels. 
 

                                          (4) 
 

Based on experience, it was estimated that the size of the flat square sheet’s side parameter 
Afss must be four times greater in thickness than the diameter of the circular blank Dcb, as 
shown in Equation 5. During second phase, a model of a square sheet was built using 
parameterized geometry. 

 

                                         (5) 

 

The feasibility of the deep-drawing is controlled by three checks based on Equations 6, 7, 
and 8. In case of exceeding the proposed limits whilst changing parameters, checks send 
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warning messages to the user, so that unsuitable values can be changed before any update 
(Figure 6). 
 

  
   

 
                                (6) 

 

  
     

   
                                     (7) 

 
 

   
                                   (8) 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Message window informing user about too large a drawing ratio. 
 
The blanking-force Fb formula is derived from the basic relationship that force equals area 
multiplied by the shear strength. Assuming no shear on the punch or die, the formula for 
calculating the force required to blank a given material for a round shape, is presented in 
Equation 9 [14]. 
 

                                            (9) 
 

Stripping-force is generally expressed as a percentage of the force required to punch the 
hole [15]. The force required to strip a punch is difficult to determine, since it is influenced by 
the type of metal to be pierced, the area of metal in contact with the punch, the punch/die 
clearance, punch sharpness, spring positioning with respect to the punch, and other factors 
[14]. The empirical Equation 10 was used for a rough approximation of the stripping-force Fs. 
 

                                      (10) 
 

Blank-holder force calculation was performed with the help of the empirical Equation 11. 
                                                                         (11) 

 

where Ah is the surface on which the blank holder acts, and is defined as the area parameter. 
 For drawing round parts within a single drawing, the maximum drawing force Fd can be 
calculated using Equation 12. 
  

                                                          (12)                          
  

Three reactions were created in order to prevent the system failing. Using the first, it was 
achieved that the diameter of the flange D will always be within allowed values. In case of a 
violating reaction, the user is alerted that the flange diameter was set to the value of that 
calculated using Equation 13. 
 

                                                 (13) 
 

Equations 14 and 15 identify limitations for second reaction and thus proper definition of 
parameter’s value d. 
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                                 (14) 

 
                                    (15) 

 

Failure of the model due to height violation was prevented using the third reaction. In the 
case of violation height, it is set to the value of that calculated using Equation 16. 
 

                                    (16) 

 

4 SYSTEM FUNCTIONING 
 

 Our system enables the easy manipulation of a CAD-model through the modification of 
independent parameters in a CATIA’s specification tree. Knowledge about the identification 
and automatic calculation of all other dependent parameters regarding the design of a die for 
stamping a hollow cup with a flange, is integrated into the system. Proper connections 
between the different parameters are programmably established, and how the specific 
dependent parameter will be calculated is defined according to the other parameters in the 
document. Checks and reactions provide intelligent algorithms for the automatic detection 
and correction of errors regarding parameter relationships, which must be satisfied in order 
to avoid undesired mistakes in die design. 

System-logic can be visualized as functioning on the basis of change in the parameter 
value d and the “Material”. Any change of parameter value d causes change and automatic 
recalculation of its dependent parameters Dcb, Affs,  , r, t/Dcb, Fb, Fs, Fbh, and Fd. The value of 
parameter d is controlled by reactions based on Equations 14 and 15, which assures its 
proper identification in relation to the parameters Rp, D, t and Rr. Finally, three checks 
provide for the value of the parameter d being properly set through informing the user, in the 
case of exceeding the allowed values of β, r or t/Dcb. With the help of the Knowledge 
Inspector tool (Figure 7), it can be seen that change in the parameter’s value “Material” 
causes the automatic change and recalculation of parameters Fb, Fs and Fd, where 
parameters Rm and τ, which represent the material properties are driven using the rule 
presented in Figure 4. The impacts of the above-mentioned parameters on the design 
process were explained in the previous section. 
As well as the with change of parameter d, any geometrical changes of the final part, the 

circular-blank and the flat square-sheet are also performed using CAD-models. The 

experimental results show that our system reduces the design time by almost one hour when 

designing a stamping die for a hollow cup with a flange.  

 

 
 

Figure 7: Analysis of impacts and dependencies when changing the value of parameter 

“Material”. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 

An intelligent system was developed for the identification and automatic calculation of 

parameters regarding die design for stamping a hollow cup with a flange. This system 

operates on the basis of integrated knowledge, which was integrated inside CATIA V5 using 

user parameters, formulas, rules, checks, and reactions. Design modification is automated 

through the changes of independent parameters, thus allowing the designer simple 

manipulation using a CAD-model, directly from the specification tree. Based on established 

relationships, our system provides automatic calculation of all those dependent parameters 

crucial for the quality implementation of the proposed die design, whilst the checks and 

reactions prevent undesired errors. Since this process, as a traditionally design is carried out 

manually, our system significantly shortens the design time, improves design quality, and 

enables training for inexperienced designers. 
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